Tumor characteristics, treatments, and oncological outcomes of prostate cancer in men aged ≤50 years: a population-based study.
To examine clinical characteristics, treatment modalities and oncological outcomes of prostate cancer (PCa) according to young (≤50) vs. old age. Of 407,599 men with primary adenocarcinoma of the prostate within the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)-database (2004 to 2013), 18,387 were aged ≤50 years (4.5%). Time trends, cumulative incidence, and competing risks regression (CRR) analyses tested for differences between young and old patients. Multi-variable analyses were adjusted for year of diagnosis, race, marital status, Gleason Score, clinical tumor stage, and lymph node status. Younger men had more favorable tumor characteristics: lower Gleason Score, lower median PSA, and lower rates of metastases at diagnosis compared to their older counterparts. Over time, no local treatment (NLT) rates increased, radical prostatectomy (RP), and brachytherapy (BT) rates decreased and external beam radiation (EBRT) rates remained unchanged. Moreover, the rate of de novo metastatic prostate cancer increased in young patients from 2% (2004) to 3.2% (2013) (p = 0.004). CRR models showed no difference in prostate cancer-specific mortality (PCSM) between young and old, across all local treatment types. Young PCa patients have more favorable disease characteristics at presentation, are less frequently treated with RP or BT and more frequently benefit of NLT. PCSM did not differ between young and old patients. However, it is worrisome that recently more young PCa patients are diagnosed at a metastatic stage.